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ABSTRACT
Urban transportation is currently experiencing major changes, namely because of disruptive innovations driven by the information and communication technologies (ICTs). During the past few years, ride-booking has emerged in many cities around the world as one of the most prominent new disruptive mobility services, impacting urban transportation systems and creating unprecedented regulatory challenges for local authorities. This paper will compare the development and implementation of different regulatory approaches used in two South American cities. We first review the existing literature to assess the research gap in the regulation of ICT-based innovative mobility services. Then, through two exploratory case studies, mainly based on archival data such as newspaper articles and government publications, we present the regulations developed during the last 2 years in Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo in Brazil concerning the globally known ride-booking service UBER. These two cities, while geographically and demographically similar, have taken opposite stances on ride-booking regulation, with São Paulo pushing for integration and Rio de Janeiro pushing for banishment. By comparing these two cases, and looking at how foreign cities deal with the issue of ride-booking regulations, this paper proposes three different regulatory approaches, and ultimately contributes to the growing literature focusing on ICT-facilitated disruptive services regulations. We conclude the paper by highlighting future research needs in the area of digital urban transportation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
For the past decade, the Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) have penetrated urban infrastructure systems and been responsible for having supported the birth of new “digital” urban services [1]. Among other sectors, such as accommodation or energy, the transportation sector appears to be the one having been the most disrupted by these new ICT-based services. The ICTs have for example facilitated the development of car sharing schemes, where specific organizations provide their customers with an access to a fleet of shared vehicles on a short-term basis, ultimately leading to the reduction of private vehicle ownership need [2]. Through the creation of dedicated platforms, the ICTs have also enabled ridesharing schemes to come to life, where vehicle owners allow other passengers to join their ride to and from the similar destination, in order to share costs [3]. At the forefront of these disruptive ICT-supported transportation services probably sit ride-booking services, also called ride-sourcing or Transportation Network Companies (TNCs), where individuals are able to propose their own vehicles, still on specially created platforms, to address other individuals’ mobility needs in exchange for a fee.

Globally, the ride-booking sector has been dominated by UBER, founded in 2010, operating, as of March 2017, in over 480 cities in 70 countries, connecting 1.5 million drivers to about 50 million active users worldwide. However, due to its disruptive nature, UBER and more generally ride-booking services have created a series of adaptation challenges that have triggered the interests of academics, as we have tried to summarize as follows.
Scholars have been interested to understand the environmental and economic impacts of ride-booking services. Carranza et al. [4] per instance found that individuals using UBER for all their mobility needs would emit significantly less travel-related CO2 emissions than individuals splitting travels in half between UBER and driving their own car. However, it is also showed that the more environmental friendly scenario would translate in higher economic costs for users. Research has also been carried out to understand the social acceptance of ride-booking services. It has been for example showed by Garikapati et al. [5], that millennials are more likely to accept UBER than other age groups. Ride-booking services have triggered the interest of Management scholars, who have been interested in studying UBER underlying business models. Schor [6] for example denounces the bad practices of for-profit ride-booking companies, while she underlines the real potential of ride-booking if it is peer-to-peer.

In general, most scholars have been interested to understand the impact of UBER on other transportation modes. Hoffmann et al. [7] have for example demonstrated that ride-booking and subway usage were positively correlated in NYC. Interested in knowing the impact of ride-booking services on the taxi industry, Rayle et al. [8] for example showed that in the case of San Francisco, ride-booking services were serving an unprecedented travel urban travel demand. Highlighting the impact of ride-booking services on the traditional taxi industry, scholars have emphasized the need for public authorities to develop innovative regulations. For example, Strong [9] highlighted that the environmental impacts of ride-booking services will be highly dependent on how they are regulated, for instance, by ensuring only recent car models are used, or going even further, by requiring high levels of efficiency or even the use of specific fuels in vehicles. Feeney [10] highlighted the need to regulate ride-booking services for security purposes. Edelman and Geradin [11] also highlighted the need for public authorities to regulate UBER, by either resisting UBER or developing a level playing field for both taxis and UBER.

While research about UBER regulation has been conducted for Europe and the United States [12], there seems to be a research gap about how UBER is being regulated in South and Latin America. With urbanization rates averaging 80% and UBER offering its services in over 65 cities in the region, totaling for example 45 million trips in Latin America for the only month of August 2016 [13], the ride-booking Latin American markets must not be ignored. Apart from a study of ride-booking regulation in Mexico and Colombia [14], there seems to be very little research about ride-booking regulation in South and Latin America.

With 85% of the population living in urban areas [15], and with about 80% of the total population using a smartphone [16], Brazil appeared to be the perfect environment for UBER to start their operations, which finally happened back in 2014. Today, Brazil is considered to be UBER’s third biggest market globally, where São Paulo is considered number two UBER’s busiest city worldwide [17]. The arrival of UBER in the country has been followed by several protests organized by the disrupted taxi sector, which pushed the authorities to adopt new regulatory frameworks. In this paper, we explore, using mainly archival data such as newspaper articles and government publications, the processes of regulatory adaptation to ride-booking solutions in São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, which adopted opposite regulatory positions to the entry of UBER. By comparing these two cases, this paper proposes three different regulatory approaches to the entry of ride-booking services, and ultimately contributes to the growing literature focusing on ICT-facilitated disruptive services regulations.
2 CASE STUDIES

With respectively about 21 and 13 million inhabitants [18], São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro are Brazil’s largest cities, both facing consequent mobility demands. Almost a year after breaking the Latin American market in Mexico City, UBER was introduced in Brazil in Spring 2014. Proposing an alternative to traditional urban transportation modes, UBER quickly became popular in both cities. Linking 50,000 drivers to more than 8 million customers, UBER was available in over 30 cities across Brazil as of September 2016. This impressive expansion however has not happened unhindered, mainly because of the important resistance encountered from taxi drivers and respective unions. In Brazil, according to the federal law, taxi drivers must hold a dedicated taxi-driving license to exercise their functions, which are supposed to be free of charge. However due to the fact that Rio and São Paulo governments stopped emitting licenses back in 1996, despite growing taxi demand resulting from urban growth, an important illegal market for the sale and rent of taxi licenses has emerged. When not renting them illegally for a periodic fee, individuals nowadays usually have to disburse between USD 15,000 to USD 40,000 to acquire taxi-driving licenses [19], which is the main reason they have been accusing UBER of unfair competition, since UBER drivers were not required to hold any particular permit when they started their operations. Each city explored in this paper adopted its own strategy on how to regulate UBER. While using similar approaches at first, the two governments quickly diverged on their regulations. The following section provides a step-by-step history of the regulatory process in Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo.

2.1 Rio de Janeiro

On the 15th of May 2014, and in preparation for the 2014 Football World Cup to be hosted in Brazil the same year, UBER was introduced in Rio de Janeiro. Following numerous protests from most of the 32,000 taxi driving license holders, accusing UBER of unfair competition, the City of Rio filed in December 2014 a police complaint against ride booking companies, underlining the illegal nature of such activities [20]. The Rio de Janeiro city council finally voted on August 25th, 2015 the banishment of unregulated ride-booking services, such as UBER. The bill also planned to have all ride-booking drivers continuing operations fined R$ 2000 (USD 550) [21], which finally came into law, following its signature by Rio de Janeiro Mayor Eduardo Paes, from the Brazilian Democratic Movement Party. The Rio State Court of Public Finance issued an injunction on September 8th of 2015 deciding to suspend UBER’s banishment, stating that there was inexistent legitimate justification for the State to prevent ride-booking activities. The Court injunction thus allowed UBER drivers to continue their activity, but also intended at protecting them, since any entity attempting to have an impact on their activities would be fined R$ 50,000 (USD 16,000) [22]. Going against the State Court decision, Mayor Paes ratified on September 30th, 2015, a decree targeting ride-booking drivers and companies, specifying that any individual caught transporting passengers without holding a dedicated license would be automatically fined R$ 1360 (USD 440), have their vehicles potentially confiscated, and issue a fine of R$ 2000 (USD 650) to the ride-booking company they operate for [23]. The decree did not apply to car-poolers as far as they were not proposing more than two journeys a day. In response to the decree, UBER motivated its users to send emails to Rio de Janeiro’s City Hall to show their discontent and their attachment to their mobility solution. This resulted in 700,000 emails sent by users and citizens to the City Hall asking them to veto the decree [24]. In April of 2016, the Rio State Court of Public Finance issued an injunction that allowed UBER to legally circulate in the city of Rio de Janeiro [25]. As the transport department of the City of
Rio, as well as the Road and transport department of the State of Rio must abide the State of Rio Courts decisions, they were not allowed to impose fines, seize vehicles or perform any acts that would have restricted or make UBER’s services impossible, at the risk of the city paying a fine of R$ 50,000 (USD 16,000) each infraction. According to State of Rio Court, traditional taxi rides and rides provided through ride-booking platforms by individuals, must be understood as different mobility solutions, and thus must not comply to the same regulations [25].

Anticipating the upcoming Court decision, taxi drivers organized an important protest on April 1st, 2016, calling the authorities to ban UBER again, arguing that ride-booking services were responsible for a decrease of activity in the taxi sector of up to 60% [26]. Answering taxi drivers’ protests, Mayor Paes signed on 28th of November 2016 a new municipal law, voted by the City Council, prohibiting the use of private vehicles for the paid transport of passengers in the city. However, this law did have any impact as the Rio State Court decided not to withdraw its April decision protecting ride-booking drivers and companies. Since then, the City of Rio has appealed the State Court of Public Finances injunction at the Civil Court branch of Rio’s State Court, but the process is still ongoing. As of today, UBER is not regulated but is still allowed to operate due to the State Court injunction.

2.2 São Paulo

On June 2014, UBER was introduced in São Paulo. Following almost a year of discontent and protests, the Syndicate for Drivers and Workers of Taxi Companies in the State of São Paulo demanded in June 2015 the immediate banishment of the UBER services by the Justice Court of the São Paulo State. Based on the arguments that UBER was providing taxi services without following proper taxi regulations, the Syndicate required the app to be blocked from public access, which was finally approved by the Court. The Court decision also obliged UBER to pay the state of São Paulo a penalty of R$ 100,000 (approximately USD 32,000) a day, that could increase up to R$ 5 million (or about USD 1.6 million), as far as they would continue their operation. The court decision also required that Google, Apple, Microsoft and Samsung ceased providing the app in their app store and remotely suspend the app of users having already installed it. In June of 2015, São Paulo city council approved the law PL 349/2014, prohibiting the commercial use of private cars, through apps, to transport people establishing a fine of R$ 1700,00 (USD 550) for ride-booking drivers as well as vehicle apprehension. The law also enabled the city government to conduct studies to understand how the ICTs could be used to improve transportation system.

In trying to find a middle ground for the regulation of UBER, the mayor of São Paulo, Mr. Fernando Haddad, elected in 2012 for the leftist Worker’s Party, announced in October 2015 the creation, through official decree no 56489, of a new taxi category: the black cabs, which could only be booked through apps (ride-booking), and not on the streets. Mayor planned to distribute special Licenses to operate black cabs through a lottery for an individual cost of R$ 60000,00 (USD 20,000), payable in 60 monthly instalments, to prevent illegal re-selling. Black cabs were able to charge up to 25% more than the regular taxi service in the city and could only receive payments through the apps, avoiding the need to have them equipped with taximeters. It was also stipulated in the decree that 25% of all black cab licenses would be issued to women, as an attempt to fix the gender disparities in the sector. For 5000 licenses available, over 27,000 people registered for the lottery of black cab licenses, which closed on November 30th, 2015 [27].

However, UBER continued claiming it should not be considered a taxi service [28] and rejected the decree, continuing operating as before. This pushed São Paulo City council to
amend law PL 349/2014 in January 2016 and increase the fine to ride-booking drivers to R$ 4500,00 (USD 1,400). Although some cars were actually seized, and fines were paid by UBER [29], the law PL 349/2014 was finally overturned by the Sao Paulo State Court after the National Services Confederation requested a review on the constitutionality of the decision [30].

Trying to accommodate the rising demand for UBER and the continued lack of regulation, Mayor Haddad established in October 2015 the creation of an expert group on new individual transport services regulation. Upon the completion of the expert group studies, two parallel solutions were proposed. For services providing paid individual transportation, such as UBER, drivers would have to acquire special credits to operate, while for individuals providing carpooling services, no special arrangements were required. Under this scenario, UBER drivers would be asked to purchase kilometer credits upfront, sold once a week and valid for two months after purchase. The way credits were deducted was meant to incentivize use of ride-booking services to cope with the city’s transportation system weaknesses. For instance, drivers providing their rides off peak, in the city outskirts, using disability adapted vehicles or having high car occupancy (minimum of four people), would be charged less credits for their operations than if operating at peak hours and having small number of passengers. To be able to buy “UBER” credits, UBER drivers were also asked to register as such to the city government [31]. In order to allow UBER drivers to get UBER credits, UBER was to provide live data of all UBER trips, including origins, destinations, routes, distances and times to the city authorities, so they could get a better understanding of Sao Paulo citizens mobility needs [32]. This proposition to regulate UBER was open for public consultation for 30 days at the beginning of 2016, and was very well received by both the population and the ride-booking company. Mayor Haddad planned to implement this regulation by decree in order to avoid any political blockage in the vote of the law by the city council. Because of the introduction of the very advantageous car-pooling regulation by the city, UBER, even though still proposing traditional UBER services, introduced in May 2016 UBERPOOL. The service proposed matching riders with other riders going in the same direction, thus allowing them to share the costs of an UBER ride without significant losses in time. Finally, on May 10th, 2016, the mayor signed the decree no. 56981 into law, which was embraced by UBER and other similar ride booking companies. The kilometer credits price was set at an average of R$0,10/km and the credit scheme was modified, with the government opting to charge for the credits after each ride instead of a pre-paid scheme. The implementation of a downstream rather than upfront credit mechanism was made possible as UBER and ride booking companies agreed to share all their trip data with public authorities, so they could monitor UBER drivers’ activities. The proposed credit mechanism aimed at absorbing the demand for rides in the city, as the number of inhabitants per cab available was much lower than other metropolises [33].

In September of 2016, Sao Paulo State Court issued a mandate for the city government to limit the number of available UBER cars in Sao Paulo, at the risk of a daily fine of R$ 500,000 (or approximately USD 160,000) to be paid by the city. At the time, former Mayor Fernando Haddad clarified that such measure was already included in the decree no. 56981 of May 2016, by establishing a limit of 5,000 “car equivalents” a month. A “car-equivalent” was measured based on the average distance driven by a regular taxi over a month, and at the time the number of “car-equivalents” in circulation was well below 5,000 a month [34]. This measure was complemented in October 2016 by a new regulation along which each ride-booking company’s fleet was not allowed to drive more 7500 km per hour in total. If ride-booking companies exceeded this value, for which authorities would be aware as they have access to UBER data, the tax charged per kilometer would increase from R$ 0.10 to up to R$...
0.30 [35]. UBER quickly appealed this new regulation to the Sao Paulo State courts, which overturned the mayor’s tax surcharge [36].

By incentivizing through credit deductions UBER drivers to run at times or places in which public transport is limited, Mayor Haddad demonstrated his interest in using UBER as a complement to his city public transport system weaknesses. In order to fully integrate UBER with the rest of Sao Paulo’s transport system, Mayor Haddad also proposed to allow customers to use their transport Smart Card, named Bilhete Único, to pay for UBER [37], but this innovative idea was never implemented.

In 2016 municipal elections were held, and won by Mr. João Dória, from the right leaning Brazilian Social Democracy Party. Although the latest regulations from the Haddad administration are still in place, wherein today, UBER and other ride-booking services continue to operate under a R$ 0.10-kilometre credit, with no hard limits on the number of actual vehicles in circulation, it is uncertain they will remain in place, as Sao Paulo’s new mayor has already expressed his interest in finding ways to further regulate ride-booking services [38]. In February 2017 Mayor Dória also revealed that the number of actual cars providing rides had surpassed the number of taxi drivers in the city (50,000 vs. 38,000). With an estimate that 9 out of 10 of these ride-booking cars were operating as UBER, one must expect new regulations to come soon.

3 ANALYSIS

In the following part, we analyze and compare the regulations developed in Rio and Sao Paulo. We also compare them to other regulatory approaches that have been used in North America and Europe to finally propose three categories of regulatory intervention to ICT-facilitated ride-booking services.

Regulatory interventions on private passenger transport are usually divided into the following four categories [39]; quality regulation, quantity regulation, price regulation and market conduct regulation. Quality regulation is concerned with ensuring safety and minimum quality standards for passengers, through standards for vehicles (age, type,
Table 1: Comparison of regulatory approaches in São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Quality regulation</th>
<th>Quantity regulation</th>
<th>Price regulation</th>
<th>Market conduct regulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RJ</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact</td>
<td>- No customer security</td>
<td>- No control on the environmental or congestion impacts</td>
<td>- Threat to customer access</td>
<td>- Threat to existing transportation modes, including Public Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact</td>
<td>- Customer security</td>
<td>- Control of the environmental and congestion impact</td>
<td>- Threat to customer access</td>
<td>- Complementarity of Ride booking services with existing transportation services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

maintenance) and standards for the driver ("fit and proper person" tests, formal qualifications requirements, insurance, etc.). Quantity regulation consists of restricting the number of taxis able to be licensed. Price regulation is usually used as consequence of quantity restrictions by regulating prices in order to limit the ability of incumbents to extract monopoly rents. Finally, other forms of regulation can be classified as market conduct regulation: examples include requirements for taxis to pick up all passengers and rules regarding issues such as shared hire arrangements.

São Paulo’s regulatory approach to ride-booking services focused on three of the four above-mentioned categories. Quality regulation was introduced through clearly defined requirements regarding vehicle age and working conditions. Quantity regulation was much more loosely introduced, through the use of a proxy of quantity, namely "car equivalents". By regulating the total amount of kilometer driven, and not the amount of UBER drivers, Sao Paulo adopted a rather liberal approach, in order to benefit most of the ride-booking drivers. Indeed, as most of them are operating part time, Sao Paulo took the decision not to apply to them traditional quantity regulation, that are usually applied to the taxi industry. Price regulations were not yet addressed. Since UBER’s fares are calculated on the trip length and duration, and directly sent to the customers by email right after the ride, the legislation did not particularly focus on issues of fare transparency or structure. Finally, market conduct regulations were introduced through the development of UBER credits, which aimed at incentivizing drivers to provide rides to certain locations and for certain customers.

Conversely, by simply banning UBER (albeit unsuccessfully), Rio de Janeiro failed to introduce any meaningful regulations. As it stands, there are no quality or market conduct rules that UBER must comply with, thus exposing customers to security issues, and failing to guarantee them a certain level of service. The absence of quantity regulation might also be perceived as a threat to the transportation system performance. If the number of UBER driver keeps growing, should there be sufficient demand, traffic congestion could indeed be worsened. Ultimately the absence of pricing regulation might also be harmful for customers (surge pricing) as well as for the taxi industry (unfair competition). While the former mayor of São Paulo had an overall progressive and inclusive approach to urban mobility throughout his eight-year term, the same was not true for Rio de Janeiro, which resulted in a wide divergence in their regulatory approach. We believe that Rio de Janeiro should take up some of the lessons from São Paulo, and adapt them to their own circumstances.

We can however criticize the lack of consideration of the following points in the regulation developed in Sao Paulo.
Price regulation for example could have been introduced regarding surge pricing. In order to incentivize drivers to operate certain hours, UBER usually applies surge pricing, so drivers get more money for the rides they provide. Surge pricing can in certain cases be quite high and painful for the customers, which is why Sao Paulo authorities could have paid attention to it, killing two birds with one stone. Quality regulation could have been better explored as well. In some cities, such as London [40], quality regulations have been developed, including the necessity for UBER drivers to pass a language test to be able to operate, to be sure drivers are able to communicate with their customers. There are also labor regulation issues. For example, UBER drivers have actually the legal status of self-employed workers, and because of that are not guaranteed the same labor workers right as normal employees. That has led in France of protests from UBER drivers, who, in late 2016, entered a strike to denounce the very poor employment conditions of their company, following an increase of the overhead taken by UBER on each ride from 20 to 25% [41]. Despite the regulatory limbo in which UBER has operated the past years (and still operates in some cities, such as Rio) UBER remains largely successful and seems close to achieving a monopoly among ride-booking services in the country. This will bring forth new discussions on market regulation, especially antitrust laws at the state or even the federal level, which will probably lead to a new legal battle.

Albeit it opposed many regulatory trials in both São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, UBER has finally embraced São Paulo’s latest “credits” regulation. By refusing to adhere to previous regulatory attempts, such as banishment, UBER, thanks to high public support, growing demand, and sufficient funds, was able to hold the line and push for what turned out to be a fairer and more constructive solution for most parties. By continuing to condemn the banishment from the city of Rio, UBER seems to be adopting the same approach to see things change in its interest.

If there is one element that has however remained unchanged since the introduction of UBER, regardless of the regulations introduced in Rio and Sao Paulo, it is probably the grievances of the taxi drivers, who still see ride-booking activities as negatively impacting their businesses. Although it was demonstrated that UBER was responding to a “suppressed demand” of customers who were not accustomed to taxi services prior to its introduction [42], most taxi drivers still consider UBER and ride-booking services as unfair competition. However, finding a fair solution to tackle this issue is a real challenge since that most of the taxi drivers in both cities are operating with licenses obtained illegally. While re-designing regulation for newcomers appears a simpler exercise, as done for “black cabs” in Sao Paulo, making amends in an efficient and legal way to those who already invested thousands of dollars in an illegally traded license requires even more innovative policy making: when deregulating the taxi sector, should public authorities develop any specific measures to compensate the actors that are being disrupted? Looking abroad, Fort Worth in Texas for example, has decided to create a level-playing field by fully deregulating the taxi industry. During summer 2016, a new vehicle-for-hire regulation came into law, requiring all motorized and non-motorized companies to pay a USD 500 operating license good for two years, as well as forcing all motorized vehicle hailed from the streets to be equipped with a meter [43]. While this solution was largely embraced by ride-booking companies, including UBER, one might wonder the rightness of this solution for the taxi industry, where each taxi driver used to disburse an important amount of money to buy their medallions. Massachusetts has opted for less radical option by voting a state-wide regulation in summer 2016 which imposed on all ride sharing drivers a 20 cents charge per ride, with half going to the municipality where passengers are picked up, and the rest equally split between the state Department of Transportation and the MassDevelopment fund, which is then partially used
to subsidize traditional taxi operators [44]. Even though this regulation might seem innovative at first sight, it will unfortunately directly impact the customers, as the 20 cents will rather be coming out of their pockets than from the drivers or ride-booking companies. When regulating ride-booking companies, authorities must pay attention to protecting customers and citizens.

Most of ride-booking regulations currently in place worldwide, including those developed in São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, cannot be expected to be definitive. Rio’s solution is unstable simply because UBER will continue to operate in the city, forcing State or even federal legislators to eventually find a different solution that accounts for the public’s support and adoption of the app. Still looking abroad, this for example what happened in Finland, where despite the ban, UBER keeps operating in Helsinki [45]. São Paulo’s regulation might also not stay in place given the political agenda of the newly elected mayor. In order to find a sustainable solution for both traditional taxi and ride booking companies, Geradin proposes to develop a unique regulation for both sectors, which should contribute to making both industries converge to a middle ground between current ride-booking and taxi industries [46]. Taxis, as they already started to do in São Paulo, for example need to modernize themselves, by enabling digital payments, and using geo-localization technologies to better match the demand. Ride-booking services, on the other hand, need to be more regulated in terms of quality and price.

4 CONCLUSION

Through a comparative analysis between Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo, this paper aimed at understanding in practice how cities are adapting their regulatory framework introduction of disruptive ICT-based mobility services, and more specifically to ride-booking services. By comparing the two cases together, and also paying attention to how the problem or ride-booking regulation was considered outside Brazil, it appears that ride-booking regulation can fall within three major categories. The first one is the laissez-faire approach, which both Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo adopted at the very first, and which many cities still adopt. The second is outright banning, which has been adopted by Rio de Janeiro but also by other major cities (to different services), such as Finland or Spain. Lastly, there are those attempting to create innovative and forward-looking regulations on the ride-booking service sector. These include full de-regulation of the taxi sector or regulations trying to establish middle grounds between taxi and ride-booking companies. However, within this category, many problems seem to be still left unsolved, such as the competition with the taxi sector, the deregulation of the taxi sector and the question of ride-booking monopolies. Thus, we believe more research should be carried out to see how ride-booking services are being regulated, and more specifically to understand the efficiency of some of these regulations. UBER has also been facing criticisms for charging its drivers more and more, and for increasingly using public roads without financially contributing to their maintenance, thus calling for the development of new business models, which will also call for new regulatory arrangements. We believe management scholars should conduct deeper research in that direction. As UBER and other ride-booking services are spreading worldwide and encountering net success from the public, one must now wonder how to integrate these services to traditional public transportation services so they are complementary and they help fighting congestion and urban transportation systems inefficiencies. If research must be conducted to explore the technicalities of such integrated schemes, we also must underline the need to conduct research to understand the role that public authorities will play in the development of such integrated and digital urban mobility systems.
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